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Within the EU-28, 71.7% of transport emissions are due to road transport and there is a policy commitment to reduce emissions from the transport sector as a whole by 60% by 2050 (against a 1990 baseline) [1]. Going forward, and supported by policy, a stratification of passenger car powertrain options is anticipated, with customers able to choose from a zero-tailpipe emission battery or fuel cell electric vehicle or a selection of hybridised vehicles ranging from a mild to a plug-in hybrid. Further to this, technology improvements and connectivity between vehicle and energy generation and supply offer further opportunities to accelerate reduction in carbon emissions in the transport sector. The structure of this new transport paradigm is pathway dependent. Multiple conflicts exist, pulling the system in different directions and threatening its sustainability. This paper explores the link between policy and the impact this has upon the direction that road transport is taking, focusing on technology options and highlighting some of the dichotomies that exist between policy and the requirement for a sustainable road transport solution.

1. Introduction

"In these periods of major change, the established points of reference are being swept away, even in so-called traditional industries"

Ronan and Plana [2]
Sustainable mobility is already on the agenda of every government in the world. The concept of sustainable development, defined by the Brundtland Commission as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [3] has permeated and is now a standard objective in all spheres of life and at government level. It is also at the core of the Sustainable Development Goals,¹ recently launched by the United Nations as global objectives for 2030.

Transport plays a fundamental role for economic development and social welfare of a country. The movement of individuals and goods facilitates production and trade, enhances labour mobility and provides customers with access to goods. Transport externalities jeopardize sustainability. Transport externalities include environmental externalities (mainly climate change, air pollution and noise), but also extend to accident externalities and congestion externalities [4, 5, 6]. The environmental impact of transport is substantial and “based on continuing current rates of growth for passengers and freight, and if no mitigation options are implemented to overcome the barriers, the current transport sector’s GHG emissions could increase by up to 50% by 2035 at continued current rates of growth and almost double by 2050” [7].

Most policies in place and most proposed policies by design focus on existing externalities. However, the transport externalities we know today may be replaced by other problems. The world is being shaken up by new technologies and the speed

¹ https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
of change is unprecedented. The term “disruptive technologies” is becoming widespread, as shown by recent reports produced by McKinsey & Company [referenced in 8] and Deloitte [9]. With the help of a comprehensive literature review, the aim of this paper is to understand the impact that current and proposed policy could have on the technological change in the road transport sector and how this will change the nature of the problems encountered and the sustainability.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 concentrates on alternative energy vehicles, with particular attention to electric and fuel cell vehicles and based on their likely preponderance in the vehicle fleet by 2050. Section 3 concentrates the UK policy in supporting the development and manufacture of electric vehicles and Section 4 on the sustainability considerations resulting from current policy measures. Section 5 brings together the key findings and Section 6 concludes with final thoughts and direction for policy recommendations.

2. Alternative energy vehicles in 2050

In terms of sustainability and emissions in particular, the transport sector is coming under increasing scrutiny. The ‘Paris Agreement’ of 2015 aims to hold the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this would significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change [10]. Transport, as the source of nearly a quarter of all Europe’s Green House Gas emissions (Figure 1), has become one of the focal points. This section focuses on technological improvements that are possible for passenger cars up to 2050 rather than on behavioural change or significant modal shift. The basis for this is that although their modal share would decrease by about 7%
between 2010 and 2050, passenger cars will still represent about 67% of total passenger transport activity in 2050 based on EU projections [11], whilst a UK study predicted a growth in overall road traffic demand of between 37% and 61% by 2050 [12].

Figure 1: Greenhouse gas emission, analysis by source sector, EU-28 2017 [13]

In looking to reduce emissions from the road transport sector, the EU has taken regulatory action, which commits the automotive industry to reach a fleet average of 95 gCO$_2$/km by 2020 [14]. Whilst the 2020 target can still be achieved without a radical industrial transformation, the 10 gCO$_2$/km, calculated as the tolerable maximum in 2050 to stay below 2°C global warming [15], will require a much more radical departure from current technological trajectories. Technological innovation will play a major role in taking on this challenge.

Beyond 2020 and towards 2050, road transport vehicles are very likely to be propelled by a range of low-carbon technologies: battery electric and fuel cell electric propulsion; and varying degrees of hybridization. Electromobility, either battery or fuel cell electric, will increasingly challenge the paradigm of internal combustion engine based mobility, simply because it is technically impossible to increase the
efficiency of internal combustion engines to the levels needed to achieve the emissions requirements [16]. However, due to the various political and technological uncertainties, it is far from clear how fast and how radical the market penetration of these alternative energy vehicles will be, even though most predictions and forecasts, give them a preponderant role in 2050 [17].

2.1 Vehicle Penetration by 2050

Obtaining accurate predictions about the market penetration rate of battery-electric, fuel cell electric and hybrid-drive technologies is problematic as forecasts diverge considerably [18]. Figures vary from a long-lasting niche of a few percent and several hundreds of thousands of electric vehicles sold in 2050 to a 50% market share for hybrids and electric vehicles. For example, one of the future scenarios modelled by the International Energy Agency, termed as the BLUE Map scenario, sets an overall target of a 50% reduction in global energy-related CO$_2$ emissions by 2050 compared to 2005 levels [19]. Under this scenario, transport in 2050 is assumed to cut CO$_2$ emissions by 30%, relative to 2005 levels [20]. This reduction is achieved partly by “accomplishing an annual sale of approximately 50 million light-duty pure battery electric vehicles and 50 million Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles per year by 2050, which is more than half of all light-duty vehicle sales in that year” (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Annual light-duty vehicle sales by technology type, BLUE Map scenario [20]

The penetration rate of pure battery electric vehicles (BEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) will be influenced by a range of factors: supplier technologies and vehicle offerings, vehicle characteristics, charging infrastructure, and, as a function of these, consumer demand. However, all these factors are largely subject to international discourses and government policies. As an example, a forecast by the consultancy McKinsey in their publication ‘Boost’ track change in drivetrain technology up to 2050, and based on the three different gCO₂/km targets. Whilst each of the different forecasts (10, 40 and 95 gCO₂/km) show the co-existence of several powertrain technologies, and with BEV and FCEV increasing their market shares in the future at the expense of petrol and diesel, the rate of change diverges considerably. In the most stringent 10 gCO₂/km scenario, hybrid electric vehicles (HEV and REEV) serve as a bridging technology that expands its market share for about 20 years but then declines to zero by 2050, whilst in the less stringent 95 gCO₂/km hybrid electric vehicles have the dominant market share in 2050 (Figure 3).
While predicting future technologies can be uncertain, the imperative to keep global temperature increases below 2°C and to improve urban air quality gives a clear indication that policies to promote investments in low-carbon vehicle technologies will continue. According to a report by Clean Energy Ministerial et al, under scenarios for decarbonisation in line with the 2°C global warming target, “three-fourths of all vehicle sales by 2050 would need to be plug-in electric of some type” [22].

2.2 Electricity Generation and Supply

This transition to electromobility will also not be without its challenges. As the number of electric vehicles increase, the research focus will move to issues around integration with the energy generation system and electric grids [23]. Since battery charging would likely be done in residential areas, the distribution network operator will have to manage the additional consumption in order to avoid congestion on the electric grid, which would have a negative effect on voltage control, power quality (harmonics and subharmonics), supply and demand balance, and relay protection. An important issue here is the unpredictable behaviour of users of electric vehicles and their desire to recharge their vehicles when they want (uncontrolled charging).
Linking the automotive fleet to the electric grid will require a range of solutions to adapt demand to grid capacity and to ensure that access to charging is convenient for the customer. In addition, if electromobility is the solution to carbon abatement in the usage phase, then electricity generation will play a substantial role in the lifecycle CO₂ emissions of electric vehicles. In regions that depend heavily on conventional fossil fuels for electricity generation, PHEVs and BEVs may not demonstrate a strong life cycle emissions benefit [24, 25, 26]. Achieving the targets for CO₂ emission reduction in 2050 will therefore depend heavily on changes in electricity generation. If the achievement of low CO₂ electricity generation around the world does not occur in the 2050 timeframe, the CO₂ emission reduction benefits of BEVs and PHEVs will be much lower. As an example, within the UK the National Grid envisages a carbon intensity for the electricity mix anywhere between 20 and 72 gCO₂/kWh by 2050 depending on the pathway adopted (Table 1).

*Table 1: Carbon intensity of electricity (gCO₂/kWh) [22]*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Renewables</td>
<td>266g</td>
<td>75g</td>
<td>32g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Degrees</td>
<td>266g</td>
<td>48g</td>
<td>20g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steady Progression</td>
<td>266g</td>
<td>117g</td>
<td>52g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Evolution</td>
<td>266g</td>
<td>146g</td>
<td>72g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In relation to charging, the National Grid prediction for the UK market is for as many as 11 million electric vehicles (EVs) by 2030 and 36 million by 2040 leading to possible implications for peak electricity demand. However, if approached and managed appropriately, the charging of the BEV could avoid high peaks in demand at certain times and provide services to the grid.
Enabling an electric vehicle to communicate with the electrical grid, would allow the charging load to be spread. Smart charging would help utilities manage network overloads, voltage levels, frequency of electricity and imbalances between supply and demand – for example by absorbing the peaks observed due to more variable renewable energy generation [28]. This is known as avoided curtailment. Such a system would lessen the need for additional grid and generation capacity, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and avoiding additional infrastructure cost. By 2050, and depending on the right policies being in place and providing the necessary bridge, the charging infrastructure will have been scaled up and standarised and smart charging will be part and parcel of the consumer experience.

2.3 Hydrogen as an Option?

The technology roadmaps that have been published, including those by the European Road Transport Research Advisory Council (ERTRAC), the Advance Propulsion Centre UK Ltd. (APCUK) and China’s Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), share a view that both the battery electric and the fuel cell electric vehicle are viable future market solutions [17].

Fuel cell vehicles dependent on hydrogen offer the potential to be large enough to accommodate a family and travel long distances at highway speeds [21, 29, 30, 31]. The hydrogen required for fuel cell vehicles is a flexible energy carrier that can be produced from any regionally prevalent primary energy source, it can be effectively transformed into any form of energy for diverse end-use applications and the potential to facilitate significant reductions in energy-related CO₂ emissions [32].

Like battery electric vehicles, fuel cell vehicles running on hydrogen also face important challenges. These are the storage and transport of hydrogen in the
vehicle, as well as the provision of a refuelling network. To encourage wide-scale
take-up of fuel cell vehicles on hydrogen by consumers, a comprehensive hydrogen
refuelling infrastructure will be required. The refuelling network for hydrogen is
expected to follow a similar model to petrol and diesel refuelling [33]. Hydrogen
stations are concentrated in major cities and then link the cities together via
hydrogen stations on the highway/strategic road network leading to a rapid increase
in the proportion of the population with access (Figure 4). The question that requires
answering is how to supply that network, given that the energy density of hydrogen
is significantly less than the fossil fuels it is replacing i.e. simply relying on existing
supply channels to meet demand would actually increase road traffic and energy use
(through more vehicles movements on the supply chain side). Localised production
of hydrogen through electrolysis is possible, but what are the efficiencies of such a
system and how would the energy grid cope with the additional demand?

Figure 4: Development of local hydrogen refuelling station (HRS) network coverage [34].
3. Policy support in the UK

The UK Climate Change Act, which became legislative in 2008, aims to reduce the emissions of all greenhouse gases by 80% by the year 2050 (from a 1990 baseline). The importance of the transport sector in achieving this target is illustrated (Table 2), with transport contributing one third of all UK CO₂ emissions in 2018 compared to just over one fifth in 1990.

Table 2: UK annual CO₂ gas emissions, 1990-2018, headline results [adapted from 35]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>125.4</td>
<td>126.8</td>
<td>131.0</td>
<td>134.3</td>
<td>123.4</td>
<td>122.2</td>
<td>124.6</td>
<td>121.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CO₂</td>
<td>596.3</td>
<td>560.1</td>
<td>558.3</td>
<td>557.9</td>
<td>498.3</td>
<td>408.3</td>
<td>373.2</td>
<td>364.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport as % of total CO₂</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To reduce transport related CO₂ emissions, the UK government plans to phase out internal combustion engines (ICEs) from new vehicle sales by 2040 and “has set ambitions to ensure that almost every car and van in the UK is a zero-emission vehicle by 2050” [37]. However, these ambitions come with much uncertainty and the feasibility has been questioned.

Several risk factors will determine how quickly and deeply alternative energy vehicles will penetrate the UK vehicle mix and whether it will become a sustainable market segment. It is of strategic importance that industry understands these risks.
that can inform their R&D investments. Alternative energy vehicles are a new product / new industry and their radically different composition potentially means substantial change to production systems and value chains. The risk for industry in investing in the nascent value chain is compounded by competing alternative-vehicle technologies. Even though in the UK the Government stance is to be technology neutral, Government policies play a key role in how new technologies are supported by the wider stakeholder community [38]. This will affect the quantitative nature of the risk and its perception in a significant way.

3.1 Creating a Competitive EV Manufacturing Sector

Despite the ubiquity of automobiles across the world, with around a billion such vehicles currently on the road, the car industry is a barely profitable business. The automotive industry is an extremely capital intensive sector and the main issues in investing in new technology are: capital intensity; cost requirements; and amortisation of sunk costs High volumes of output are needed to amortise these costs [39, 40, 41]. The decision to build a new plant or introduce a new model is a major one, a very risky decision with uncertain outcomes. A result of the high cost of model-specific investment is conservative 'evolutions' of core models in an attempt to minimise risk.

Within this environment the electrification of the drivetrains represents a not inconsiderable challenge for today’s automotive industry. Transition to an electrification of the drivetrain will require high investment, implicating a high economic risk for the industry, especially if reasonable sales numbers are not generated. This comes at the same time as the need to continue to invest in
development of ICE and to ramp up investment in connected and autonomous vehicle technologies.

One result of the need to invest in electrification is that it has incited traditional manufacturers to consider joining forces and so increase their investment capacity, but also their ability to realise economies of scale. The competitiveness of a battery electric vehicle is going to be directly connected to the efficiency of the value chain. In the short term the approach is for process improvements and reduction in cost focused on the areas of high value and for the EV this the battery. Hence, new production plants with high capacities for battery systems will have to be implemented. Recent announcements around the establishment or enlargement of battery cell manufacture include: BYD (20 GWh by 2020) and CATL (50 GWh by 2020) in China; LG (6 GWh expanding to 15 GWh) and SDI (3 GWh) in Europe; and LG (3 GWh) and Tesla (35 GWh) in the US [42]. When these figures are taken into account together with existing installed capacity at other sites, it is clear that Asia is currently leading, with China producing twenty two times more batteries that Europe [43]. Further to this, the development of battery technology is one of the critical factors in the diffusion of EVs. Volume production, together with increasing energy density of the battery, will lead to the realisation of a driving range increase and at the same time a price decrease. In the UK, the Automotive Council commissioned roadmap on electric energy storage targets a cost reduction from around $130 to nearer $50 per kWh between 2017 and 2035 and for energy density to double from 250 to 500 Wh/kg over the same time period [44].

3.2 UK Government Policy in Support Battery Development
Policy requirements call for the electrification of the vehicle fleet. The industry, in managing risk, has focused on the development and manufacture battery as the preferred strategy. 'Batteries for Electric Cars' is a case study in industrial strategy, written by Sir Geoffrey Owen on behalf of the Policy Exchange [45]. Written under consultation with Government officials, financial analysts, academics and industrial experts, provides an extensive timeline of battery innovation, highlighting how different countries came to gain technological supremacy when it comes to electrification. It also highlights the UK’s "honourable place in the history of the lithium-ion battery, thanks to the work of John Goodenough and his team at Oxford University in the 1970s. Several of the scientists who worked with Goodenough, such as Peter Bruce, now Wolfson Professor of Materials at Oxford, went on to build successful academic careers and are internationally respected researchers in the battery field".

The opportunity for the UK to become a world leader in the EV industry certainly has the potential to be prosperous. Her Majesty’s (HM) Government released its industrial strategy in 2017 which identifies Government policies related to the UK’s economic future [46]. The transition to EVs is heavily explored in the industrial strategy and as part of the four "grand challenges", specifically the future of mobility grand challenge. As a result of the 2017 Industrial Strategy, HM Government Department for Transport produced "the road to zero", a report which isolated the policies related to achieving a cleaner transportation network [47]. In 2017 HM Government also released the clean growth strategy, which includes additional policies related to the future of clean transportation [48]. In addition to the plan for new cars and vans to be effectively zero emission by 2040 and for a zero
emission vehicle fleet by 2050, the ambition is to put the UK at the forefront of the design and manufacturing of zero emission vehicles.

For the UK to meet the Climate Change Act 2008 transition and reduce dependency on Asia for EVs, there needs to be significant improvements in the UK’s ability to develop and mass manufacture batteries. Sir Geoffrey Owen explicitly states that several considerations influenced the Government’s focus on the EV battery, including to ensure that UK-based car assemblies continue to build cars within the UK instead of moving abroad (the concern is that the location of the battery manufacture will provide the nucleus around which the industry gravitates as opposed to the location of the final vehicle assembly as happens at present). In response, the UK Government intention is to encourage large Asian technology companies to invest heavily in the UK, building manufacturing plants and research facilities and boosting local economies. The Faraday challenge, created in 2017, is a direct result of the industrial strategy and focuses predominantly on encouraging research facilities to concert research efforts into battery technology. The challenge offers investment of £246 million, with £78 million going to the Faraday institution, £88 million to business collaborative R&D projects and £80 million going to improve the development of UK battery manufacturing capabilities [49]. The Faraday Challenge is now a proven scheme which has seen research progress and increased investment is predicted for the considerable future to meet the strict 2050 deadlines in the Climate Change Act 2008.
4. Achieving the sustainability goal

The highly developed car industry is capable of producing sophisticated cars at low production costs. To reach the targets required to meet the Paris agreement will require alternative drivetrain technology and for the industry the battery electric vehicle is at present the most market viable solution. However, it takes courage to start the production of large numbers of electric vehicles and the decision is not purely a technical one. It is a combination of science, technology, engineering and public policy that defines the type of EV that will be successful in the market place.

The current policy framework allows for a number of potentially divergent pathways. The one discussed in the previous section focused on improving the value proposition – by reducing the cost of the high value components, in this case the battery, with the objective of aligning the cost of the EV to the present combustion engine incumbent. Examples of OEMs that have adopted this pathway include Jaguar with its iPace, Tesla with the Model S, X and 3, and Chevrolet with the Bolt. Each combines existing approach to vehicle manufacture (materials and processes), hence realising a low cost base vehicle platform, combined with a battery that has a high energy capacity and relative low cost (achieved through economies of scale associated with the battery manufacture). A further approach, and exemplified by
BMW with its i3, is to increase the overall efficiency by reducing the vehicle weight through innovative manufacturing methods and material choices. This approach recognises that the customer requirement of increasing range and reducing cost can potentially be achieved by focusing on reducing their size of the battery – a lightweight vehicle can cover longer distances with the same battery capacity. A further, and more extreme approach to light weighting, is the Coventry University Ped-Elec. The dichotomy is that mobility concepts used in urban areas are, at present, extensions of those used outside of the urban environment. They are inherently less efficient. Ped-elec responds to a call for new personal mobility based on energy used per unit mass moved [50].

Based on adoption rate (sales of each vehicle type) it is clear that the industry is gravitating to one particular pathway – reducing the cost of the high value battery whilst retaining the existing approach to manufacture of the vehicle (materials and processes). The option of weight reduction (focusing on energy used per unit mass moved) is a higher cost approach relative to providing additional battery capacity to overcome the lower vehicle efficiencies. Indeed, the need to realise increasing economies of scales in the area of battery manufacture are worrying national governments (UK included) concerned that the battery manufacture will act as the nucleus around which the rest of the industry gravitates – presently the industry gravitates around the location where final assembly of the vehicle takes place. However, whilst this is the preferred option, is it the most sustainable?

EV manufacturing requires more energy and results in more carbon emissions than manufacturing a conventional car [51]. A study conducted by the American Chemical Society estimated that the Ford Focus EV has 39% higher ‘cradle to gate’
emissions then a conventional Focus [52]. In fact, Ellingson, Singh and Stromman stated that EVs of all sizes may require 70,000km to become cleaner than conventional vehicles to make up the manufacturing debt [53].

Various studies on the growth in EV and hence the demand for raw materials required in battery manufacture highlight that certain key materials (e.g. Cobalt, Nickel and Copper) are at risk from supply constraints. In response, development has begun looking at materials such as iron to replace the cobalt commonly found in batteries [54] whilst research activity into the recycling of battery packs is also a priority area of research. At present there are no facilities for recycling EV batteries in the UK. Processes such as hydrometallurgical recycling and leaching are currently seen as energy efficient methods of recovering spent battery materials, aiming to reduce the cost of recycled batteries metals. Currently research is being undertaken to recycle larger percentages of battery material, with some promising results. Natarajan reports that 99.9% of Lithium, 98.7% Cobalt and 99.5% of magnesium were leached out of a cathode with a purity of between 98.7% and 99.4% [55]. Another study, related to Lithium-ion phone batteries, saw 90.02% of Cobalt and 86.04% of Lithium restored to maximum concentration [56]. These tests are currently resigned to laboratories and not available in the UK on a commercial scale. Whilst the metals recycled from EV batteries are deemed to be of sufficient quality to be used in new EV batteries with no performance issues, due to issues of cost - recycled Lithium costing three times that of new Lithium – and the individual material compositions of each EV battery, bulk battery recycling on a commercial scale is currently not considered economically viable.
5. Discussion

In section 2, the case for alternative energy vehicles as a response to meeting policy objectives is made. Although there is some uncertainty of the share of each technology in the powertrain portfolio, it is clear going forward that internal combustion engines will represent only a small percentage of the total vehicle fleet or disappear altogether. It is further evident that there are multiple interest groups in the alternative energy vehicle market and that in preparation for the new mobility paradigm envisaged for 2050 investments will need to be made in new infrastructure and connectivity. Hence, there needs to be an orchestration of policy intervention to integrate issues of energy policy, transport policy and social policy.

In section 3, there is a discussion around the policy support that the UK government has in place to realise its ambition of a world leading UK alternative energy vehicle sector. It is clear that the industry, in transitioning to electrification, faces considerable risk. The industry chooses to leverage existing competencies in vehicle design and manufacture, and to achieve cost reduction and range improvements through a focus on the battery. In response the UK Government has put in place support for battery development, leveraging existing research competencies in this area by co-ordinating activities, and for battery manufacture by

Achieving the sustainability goal

- Current policy focus is on emissions during vehicle operation
- Industry interpretation defines preferred pathway as electrification of existing solutions
- Open questions identified around preferred pathway sustainability
  - Raw material limitations
  - Supply chain emissions
  - Life cycle energy consumption
- Policies review / revision is required to respond to open questions
looking to attract inward investment and securing the future of automotive manufacturing in the UK.

In section 4, the policies in support of transitioning to an alternative energy vehicle fleet on the one side and supporting the development of the UK capability in response are brought together in order to explore sustainability. The issue is that the way in which the industry responds to the challenge of emissions reduction creates a cleaner vehicle fleet, but does not necessarily consider optimising the efficiency or sustainability. The problem is that to square the circle – to meet the customer demand of increased range at reduced cost – the industry has looked to economies of scale at the manufacturing level and at the same time look for incremental improvements in the batteries. This enables vehicles to utilise larger batteries at less cost, but at the same time leading to heavier vehicles that fail to optimise efficiency and with increased energy demand can lead to stressing of the energy grid. A further problem is that larger batteries consume more materials and there is risk that certain material supply chains are being stressed and may not be able to respond to future demand – posing critical challenges regarding sustainability and security of supply chain. Whilst interventions, for example greater recycling and the retention of previously processed materials in the value chain, could influence this, the costs associated with these interventions would go counter to the objective of reducing the cost of the battery through economies of scale. Whilst lighter vehicles would be a move in the right direction, and a pathway exists for such vehicles within existing policy framework, the existing requirements for measuring the environmental performance of vehicles focus on emissions at the tailpipe and the move to electric drive removes a check on vehicle weight. Policy intervention is required to correct
the above. This policy can target control of vehicle mass directly or can influence it indirectly through a move towards life cycle analysis of CO2, each approach having its merits and challenges.

6. Conclusion

The transition to electrification of the vehicle drivetrain represents a considerable risk to the vehicle manufacturing sector. The UK has put in place policies to support both the production and research parts of the equation, but at the same there is potential mismatch between the direction that is set by these policies and creating a sustainable road transport sector. New policies are required that orchestrate closer co-ordination across the separate policy areas: promoting lighter vehicles will reduce the stress on raw material supply chains; development of recharging networks will reduce range anxiety and align with the drive to reduce mass through enabling smaller batteries; and improvements in connectivity will lead to greater leverage of both vehicle and energy network capability.
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